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ABSTRACT 

Fully CMOS-compatible, surface-micromachined polysilicon microbridges have been designed, fabricated, and tested for use 

in catalytic, calorimetric gas sensing. To improve sensor behavior, extensive electro-thermal modeling efforts were 

undertaken using SPICE. The validity of the SPICE model was verified by comparing its simulated behavior with 

experimental results. The temperature distribution of an electrically-heated microbridge was measured using an infrared (IR) 

microscope. Comparisons among the measured distribution, the SPICE simulation, and distributions obtained by analytical 
methods show that heating at the ends of a microbridge has important implications for device response. Additional 

comparisons between measured and simulated current-voltage characteristics, as well as transient response characteristics, 

further support the accuracy of the model. A major benefit of electro-thermal modeling with SPICE is the ability to 

simultaneously simulate the behavior of a device and its controlhensing electronics. Results for the combination of a unique 

constant-resistance control circuit and microbridge gas sensor are given. Models of in situ techniques for monitoring 

catalyst deposition are shown to be in agreement with experiment. Finally, simulated chemical response of the detector is 
compared with the data, and methods of improving response through modifications in bridge geometry are predicted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Catalytic, calorimetric gas sensing: The electro-catalytic method 

The lower explosive limit (LEL) is the concentration of gas in air below which it cannot be ignited. LEL has served as a 

practical concentration limit below which gas-air mixtures are considered free from explosions.’ For this reason most 

combustible gas detectors are used to detect concentrations up to the LEL and provide a direct measure of the flammability 

of a gas-air mixture? Combustible gas detection below the LEL is most often accomplished by catalytic, calorimetric 

means.3 The heat of oxidation of the combustible species on the surface of a hot catalyst is measured by means of a 
resistance thermometer in proximity with the catalyst. This method is, therefore, calorimetric. The heated catalyst permits 

oxidation of the gas at reduced temperatures and at concentrations below the LEL. In its simplest embodiment, a Pt coil 

serves as catalyst, heater and therm~meter.~,’ By passing an electric current through the coil, it is heated to a temperature 
sufficient for the Pt surface to catalytically oxidize the combustible mixture; the heat of oxidation is measured as a resistance 
variation in the Pt wire. 

The pellistor is by far the most widely used electro-catalytic gas detector.6 It is a major improvement on the Pt coil and 

has all but supplanted that simple design. Patented by Baker’ in 1962, the pellistor consists of a bead of low-porosity 
alumina encapsulating a platinum wire; the alumina bead is impregnated with suitable catalysts. Here again the pt serves as 
a resistance thermometer and the catalyst heater, but is no longer used as the catalyst itself. More active catalysts, such as 

palladium, oxides of palladium, iridium and thorium are chosen instead for their superior ability to catalyze flammable 

gases? With better catalysts, device temperatures needed for catalysis drop, lowering power consumption and reducing wear 

of the Pt resistance thermometer. The high surface area of the alumina support lends a correspondingly high surface area to 

the catalyst improving device response and poisoning resistance. 

1.2 Micromachining approaches 

Pellistors have several disadvantages, including slow response time, high power consumption, and large size (Table 1). 

Often, hand manufacture and hand sorting of pellistors is required.’ Batch fabrication, miniaturization, flexible, precise 

Currently employed by General Motors. 
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control of sensor geometry and the ability to choose from a wide variety of basic building materials make integrated circuit 

(IC) manufacturing and micromachining a potential solution to many of the problems of conventionally manufactured 

sensors.'O Most efforts to miniaturize calorimetric gas sensors have focused on the use of micromachined dielectric 

membranes as platforms upon which a sensor pair is fabricated. By placing heating resistors on a thin, free-standing, 

dielectric membrane, high temperatures can be rapidly achieved with low electrical input power. Microhotplates, as these 

devices have come to be known, are capable of reaching operating temperatures of 400-500°C in 1-20 msec with the 
application of 50- 1 O~W.1i,i5i3'4,is.'6,17,18 T o deposit catalytic films, thick film  technique^,'^ conventional sputtering and 

evaporation,I6 sputtering through shadow masks and deposition from catalyst-impregnated slurries," and selective-area 

CVD'3,20,21 have been used. 

Pellist or+ Hotplate* Microbridges 

Size -1mm'  - l m m 2  1OOx 1Ox2pm 

Power [mW] 250-450 100 35 

Thermal sensitivity' 1-2 4 16 

[OC/mW] 

Response time' 15 sec 20 msec 

Gas sensitivity 

0.2 msec 

100 ppm H, in air < 100 ppm H, in air 1000 ppm H, in air 

Table 1: Comparison of a commercially available pellistor and micromachined versions. ?City Technologv Limited 4P; *Reference 12; 

#Reference 21. 'Ratio of 550@ operating temperature to the power required to achieve 550 'C; 8Time to reach 90% of steady-state 

operating temperature. 

Another approach to miniaturization of calorimetric gas sensors is the use of free-standing micromachined filaments, 
or microbridgesF2 It is common to deposit and pattern a thin film of platinum on a glass substrate and then etch the glass to 

produce a free-standing bridge; only the ends of the bridge remain attached to the un-etched portions of the substrate. A 

calorimetric gas sensor based on a polysilicon microbridge platform was recently reported" and is the object of electro- 

thermal modeling presented in this paper. Similar microbridges have been explored as potential incandescent light sources 
and hot-wire anemometer~,2~-~~ but have yet to be fully exploited for chemical sensing. Here, a free-standing polycrystalline 

silicon bridge is used as the catalyst heater and as the resistance thermometer (Fig. 1). A typical bridge is 10 pm wide, 2 pm 

thick and is elevated above the substrate by a 2 pm air gap; lengths range from 100 pm to 1 mm. A thin, 0.25 pm PECVD 
silicon nitride film envelopes the polysilicon and passivates it against oxidation at operating temperatures. A high-surface- 

area catalyst is deposited on the encapsulated bridge by a special, area-selective, "p-CVD process described elsewhere.,' 

Figure 1: Left: A Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEW plan view of two meandered polysilicon microbridges. The lower bridge was 

selectively coated with a thin (-0.1 p) layer of Pt using pCVD. In a differential gas sensing mode, the upper, uncoated, bridge serves 

as the inactive element, while the lower is the active device. Right: Two straight microbridges. The lower has a thick (-I p) layer of Pt. 

A comparison among the various important characteristics of pellistors, p-hotplate and p-bridge gas sensors is given 
in Table 1. Micromachined sensors have improved thermal sensitivity and time response, reduced size and lower power 

consumption than the conventional device. These gains can be attributed to the miniaturization and design flexibility that IC 
manufacturing lends to micromachining." Furthermore, IC batch manufacturing is a significant improvement over the hand 

manufacture and sorting required for pellistors. Still, the ability of micromachined sensors to measure low concentration 

(ppb) of combustibles has yet to be 



1.3 SPICE modeling of a microbridge gas sensor 

The un-optimized sensing characteristics of the microbridge gas sensor are quite good (Table 1). To improve the response of 

this sensor and predict the thermal effects of catalyst deposition, extensive electro-thermal modeling efforts were undertaken. 

Using electrical analogues to thermal parameters (see reference 25 for an excellent discussion of these analogues), the 
differential equations of heat transfer were numerically solved with the circuit simulator PSPICE.TM This approach has 

several advantages over other numerical techniques and analytical methods. Whereas it is easy to insert the full-temperature 

dependence of thermal parameters into SPICE, it is not possible to obtain closed-form analytic solutions with the same 

temperature dependencies. It will be shown that the non-linear temperature dependence of thermal parameters has important 

implications for device response. Accurate prediction of the end temperature of a microbridge is also difficult analytically, 

but easily undertaken in SPICE. IR temperature measurements of electrically-heated microbridges will be presented which 

demonstrate the importance of end heating on device response. The pitfalls of such measurements will also be briefly 

summarized. Temperature measurements, current-voltage characteristics and transient response analysis are used to validate 

the SPICE model. 

Electro-thermal modeling in SPICE usually includes the effects of conduction, convection, radiation and Joule 

heating?6 For the devices presented here radiation and convection losses are negligible. It is also possible to add chemical 
power to the model and predict the behavior of a microbridge gas sensor. Specifically, improvements in the mass-transport 

limited response of a microbridge gas sensor to methane are predicted; by modifying bridge geometry, the heating efficiency 

and chemical sensitivity are improved. 

The principal advantage of modeling in SPICE compared with other numerical methods is the ability to 

simultaneously simulate the electro-thermal behavior of a device and its controlhense electronics. A novel constant- 
resistance control circuit will be presented and its response when coupled to a microbridge is simulated and compared with 

several experiments. For instance, in situ methods of detecting catalyst deposition during p-CVD are discussed and modeled. 

The coupled electronic/microbridge model is required for this simulation and can be used to predict catalyst thickness as 
deposited. 

2. THE BASIC MICROBRIDGE ELECTRO-THERMAL MODEL IN SPICE 

The basic electro-thermal model of a microbridge is based on the work of Mastrangelo26 where the temperature of an element 
of the bridge is determined by Joule heat gain, and losses due to (1) conduction along the bridge, (2) conduction through the 

air from the hot bridge to the underlying substrate, (3) convection, and (4) radiation. The length of each element is WN for a 
bridge of length L divided into N elements. Using electrical analogues of thermal parameters, electrical components 

representing the various heat loss mechanisms and Joule heating gains can be implemented. For instance, heat loss by 

convection is modeled with a current source. Specifically, a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) is used to make the 

amount of convective loss in a given element dependent on the temperature (voltage) of the node (Fig. 2). 

VCCSs representing convection and radiation were inchided in the SPICE model for completeness, though neither 

mechanism was found to appreciably alter the temperature distribution of the devices presented here for their normal range 

of operation (< 800 "C). The fact that the fourth-order temperature dependence of total radiation loss can be implemented in 
SPICE illustrates an important point. That is, non-hear variation of heat-loss mechanisms are permitted in SPICE. In 

contrast, closed-form analytic solutions allow for linearly varying properties at best. Furthermore, since material parameters 

such as electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity and heat capacity can vary in a non-linear fashion from room temperature 

to 800 "C, the ability to include non-linear temperature dependencies in SPICE is very important for this application. These 

observations are illustrated in Fig. 2 where the temperature distribution along the length of a microbridge is plotted for 

various temperature dependencies of key thermal parameters. The parameters referred to there are the electrical resistivity 

and thermal conductivity of polysilicon, p and K, respectively, while K~ is the thermal conductivity of the ambient air. 

The manner in which temperature-varying thermal conduction along the bridge was implemented deserves discussion. 

In PSPICEm it is possible to directly input a temperature-varying resistor, but the temperature used is a global parameter, 

typically chosen to be that of the ambient. What is required here is a resistor model that varies with the temperature at its 

location. A temperature-variable thermal resistor can be modeled by a series combination of a voltage-controlled voltage 
source (VCVS) and an ammeter (Fig. 2). This is possible since, by Ohms Law, resistance and voltage are proportional. In 

SPICE an ammeter is constructed with a zero-volt independent voltage source; it doesn't change the circuit, but permits the 

measurement of the current flowing at its location. Heat current into a node, l i  is measured with the ammeter, and the output 

voltage of the ith dependent source (labeled as ETJ is given as 



where the term in parentheses is the thermal resistance of an element of the bridge L/N in length; w and z are the width and 

thickness, of the bridge. At this point, SPICE allows one to inject the functional form of the temperature dependence of 

thermal conductivity into K using an equation. In this way the resistor is made temperature dependent. 
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Figure 2: Left: Microbridge temperature profiles obtained with SPICE for three diflerent conditions, and a substrate temperature of 70 

OC. Curve I :  quadratic temperature dependence of p and x; while Kg is constant. Curve 2: constant rc; and K~ and linear variation of p 

(like the closed-form analytic solution26). Curve 3: quadratic temperature dependencies of p and rc; while % is linear.27 Symbols are 

explained in the text. Right: Elements 'i' and 3-1' of the bridge in SPICE. The electrical resistors, 'R ' are coupled to the thermal model 

at the points indicated by double arrows. The series combination of a VCVS and 0 V independent source fitnctions as a temperatur- 

dependent resistor. Joule heating (upward-pointing arrow) and losses (down arrow) are modeled with VCCSs. The heat capacity of an 

element is represented by a capacitor. 

3. IR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 Method 

To test the validity of the SPICE model, the temperature profile of a microbridge was measured using an ED0 Barnes 

Infi-ascope.TM This device utilizes an InSb infrared focal plane array with a 5 pm2 pixel size. The spectral response of the 

detector is 1.5-5.5 pm and the IR optics have a depth of focus @OF) of 5 pm. Using a two-temperature radiance technique" 

the InfrascopeTM first generates an emissivity map of the surface of the device under test (DUT). Then, the radiance of the 

powered DUT is measured and a corresponding temperature map is calculated. It is important to emphasize that because the 

InfrascopeTM uses a staring-focal plane method, each 5 pm2 pixel represents a separate measurement of radiance and a 

corresponding calculation of emissivity and temperature. However, several effects summarized next can interfere with this 

technique. 

3.2 Measurement errors 

The measurement system correctly calculates the emissivity and temperature of opaque materials like heavily doped silicon 

and polysilicon under two conditions: (1) The measured surface must not change drastically within a pixel, and (2) the 

measured region must be located far from bond wires. The bridge proper is only 10 pm wide, but in the emissivity data 

appears to be 15-20 pm; misalignment of the bridge with respect to the pixel grid can account for most of this discrepancy 

(Fig. 3). A consequence of the overestimate in bridge width is the averaging of properties of the underlying substrate near 

the bridge, with those of the bridge itself. (Recall that the DOF is 5 pm so both the substrate and surface-micromachined 
bridge are in focus.) 

The contour plot of 

Fig. 4 implies that the substrate surrounding the bridge is as hot as the bridge itself. It is known, however, from selective 

CVD of platinum on microbridges?' that the substrate must in fact be significantly cooler than the bridge. This CVD process 

is thermally activated, so if both the bridge and surrounding substrate were isothermal, the deposition would be identical on 

This averaging appears in both emissivity and temperature measurements for the bridge proper. 
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Figure 3: I fa  bridge of width w = I O  ,urn is misoriented on a square pixel grid of spacingg = 5 ,urn, the apparent width wa is 15 ,urn. 

Bond wires can diminish the emissivity of a material in its immediate vicinity relative to that of the same material 

located far from the bond wires. Wires elevated above the substrate are slightly out of focus because of the 5 pm DOF, but 

still block a portion of the exitant radiation from the materials below them. Also, the detector collects emission from the bond 

wire to an extent determined by its height above the substrate. Hence, the emissivity in the vicinity of the bond wires is 
underestimated. 

A material can be transparent due to good transmission properties, like silicon nitride, or simply because it is thin. 

Caution must be exercised where such materials are present since IR microscopes like the one discussed here implicitly 

assume opaque materials. To correct for the effects of transparency, the formalism of McMahon*’ should be used. 

Error in the measured temperature resulting from possible errors in the assumed emissivity can be estimated. For the 
wavelengths and temperatures of interest here, Wien’s appro~imation~~ to the Planck distribution law can be used. Based on 

Wien’s formulation, the relative error in calculated absolute temperature due to an error in emissivity is3’ 

d T  A T  d& - - 
T ~2 E 

where c2 = 1.44 x lo4 pm K and h is the wavelength of the emitted radiation. 
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Figure 4: Left: Contour plot of temperature PC] in the neighborhood of a microbridge at 28 m W. The bridge is located along y=O ,urn 

between-0 Sx SI00  ,urn. Right: Adding thermal resistance to the ends of the bridge mimics localized substrate heating. Curve I is ffom 
the SPICE model with I600 IUW at each end of the bridge. Curve 2 is SPICE result without additional resistance. Agreement between 

SPICE and the data, curve 3, is improved with the thermal resistance. Note that the substrate temperature is 70 ‘C. 



4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

4.1 ‘Hard’ boundary condition 

Quantitative estimates of the temperature (Fig. 4) of the bridge proper are suspect due to pixel averaging, resolution limit and 

the depth of focus issues described above. These issues play less of a role at the ends of a microbridge, so data obtained in 

these regions are expected to be reasonable. A major difference between the predicted end temperature (Fig. 2) and measured 

end temperature (Fig. 4) is observed. The original SPICE model assumed that the ends of the microbridge are ideal heat 

sinks. Measurements show, however, that significant end heating is present. 

4.2 ‘Soft’ boundary condition in SPICE 

It is relatively easy to modify the boundary conditions in SPICE to more accurately model the temperature profile of a 

microbridge, especially at its ends. Elements were added to the SPICE model to represent the triangular regions at each end 

of the bridge (see Fig. 1); the widths of these elements were determined by the physical geometry of the triangles. Heat was 

allowed to diffuse through an underlying composite layer of silicon nitride and silicon dioxide to the substrate. For the 

measurements taken here, the substrate temperature was 70 OC. Finally, measurements indicate that the surface temperature 

is equal to that of the substrate for distances at least 70 pm from the ends of a bridge. This boundary condition was enforced 

in the SPICE model. The results of these modifications are given in curve 2 of Fig. 4. The end behavior is more accurately 

modeled with this ‘soft’ boundary condition, but still underestimates end temperatures by as much as 10 “C. 

4.3 Thermal spreading resistance 

The SPICE model described thus far has assumed that the temperature of the silicon substrate below the device remains 

constant, regardless of device temperature. In fact, substrate temperature in the vicinity of the microbridge increases with 

bridge temperature since it is not an ideal heat sink. This effect is greatest at the microbridge ends, as most of the heat 

generated within the device is conducted along its length and deposited in the extremities. To obtain a maximum bridge 

temperature of 212 OC in a 100 pm long bridge, for example, 28 mW of applied power is required; 21 mW, or 77% of this is 

conducted outward from the center of the device and deposited at the ends, while only 7 mW is lost to air conduction. This 

leads to the observed localized substrate heating at the bridge ends. 

Localized heating leads to increased thermal resistance to heat flow from the hot device to the substrate at the ends. 
This effect can be simply modeled in SPICE using electrical resistors. For example, a resistance of 1600 Q was placed at 

each end of the microbridge thermal model between the VCCSs representing conduction through oxidehitride layers and the 
substrate. This equivalent, additional 1600 WW of thermal resistance forces the SPICE and measured end temperatures to be 

coincident for most of the extremities (curves 1 and 3 of Fig. 4). If one assumes that the heat conducted from the center of 

the bridge in steady state is deposited in a circular region of radius a at the bridge ends, the thermal resistance, R, to heat flow 

into the half-space below the region is3* 

1 
R=- 

2 z K a  
(3) 

Here, K is the thermal conductivity of the half-space material, which, for the substrates used here 100 W(M”C)” is a 

reasonable value. 33 Based on this equation, a = 1 pm for R = 1600 WW found above. This calculation is similar to that of 

“spreading [electrical] resistance” encountered in electrical conduction (see reference 34 ). There, it is important to know the 

electrical resistance to electrical conduction into the half-space below a circle of radius a over which an electrical current is 

flowing. By analogy, the thermal problem considered here could be called “spreading thermal resistance.” 

The average temperature rise within the perimeter of the circle is given by32 

8P 
Tme =- 2 

3z aK 
(4) 

where P is the steady-state rate of heat input into the circular region. Continuing the example above, P is half the power 

conducted along the length of the bridge (10.5 mW), for which Eq. (4) gives an average localized temperature rise of 3.5 “C 

in this region. This value is in agreement with the observed temperature difference between the SPICE model (lacking 

additional spreading thermal resistance) and the measurement shown in Fig. 4. 



4.4 Other results 

Various results are presented in this section. First, measured current-voltage characteristics for two lengths of microbridge 

are compared with simulated results in Fig. 5. At the largest voltages shown, the simulated resistance is 2% less than the 

measured value. Also in Fig. 5 is the variation in peak, center-point temperature of a microbridge as a function of the 

fractional change in resistance due to electrical heating; & is the room-temperature resistance. 

The transient response of a microbridge to a voltage pulse is easily simulated with the SPICE model and the results 

agree well with experiment (Fig. 6).  In both cases, the current through the device is plotted as a function of the time during 

which it is subjected to a square voltage pulse (384 mV offset, 2.56 V peak, 5 msec duration, 10 Hz). With reference to Fig. 

6 the response can be described as follows: (A) On the initial rise of the pulse, the current through the bridge is at its highest 

since it is still relatively cool. Then the current decays to a steady-state value (B) as the device heats to a steady-state 

resistance. The decay time is a function of the thermal time constant of the bridge as well as the height of the voltage pulse. 

(C) When the pulse returns to its offset value on its falling edge, the current is at a minimum as the resistance is still high. 

(D) The current then increases as the device cools; the decay time here is inversely proportional to the thermal difisivity of 

the microbridge material. It should be noted that the offset voltage used herein did not appreciably heat the device. Slight 

differences (2 %) between the simulated and measured current response is within the tolerance of the known material 

parameters and measurement uncertainties. 
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Figure 5: Left: i-v curves for 100 and 200 pm bridges. Right: Center-point temperature as a function of the fractional increase in 

resistance over the room-temperature resistance, R,. 
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Figure 6: Simulated (left) and measured (right) response of a microbridge to a voltage pulse. The curves are displaced in time relative to 

one another. Alphabetic indicators are explained in the text. 



5. COUPLED-MODEL 

5.1 Unique constant-resistance control circuit 

Among the most compelling reasons for using SPICE for electro-thermal modeling is the ability to simultaneously simulate 

the behavior of the microbridge and its control/sensing electronics. For the microbridge gas sensor, constant resistance (or 

equivalently, constant temperature) operation is preferred for it reduces the likelihood of catalyst overheating and bridge 

fusing. Also, isothermal regulation prevents catalyst temperature from varying with gas concentration.I6 A novel constant- 

resistance control circuit (Fig. 7) was used here. The electro-thermal SPICE model of the microbridge presented above was 

coupled with the SPICE model of the control circuit. Results presented henceforth were obtained from this coupled model. 

1.2 

1 

0 5 10 15 

Deposition Time [min] 

Figure 7: Le#: Constant-resistance control circuit. The voltage and current of the bridge are independently monitored and input to the 

divider to obtain the bridge resistance. This is compared with a reference (either pulsed or continuous) and the power to the bridge is 

adjusted accordingly. Right: Power, P( i ,  provided by the control circuit to maintain constant resistance during catalyst deposition 

relative to the power required without catalyst ( P d .  12 min. and I5 min. depositions are shown along with a linearfit to the latter data. 

5.2 Deposition modeling: continuous set point 

Selected-area p-CVD is used to deposit catalytic films on microbridges to complete the fabrication of microbridge gas 
sensors.2' The bridge is electrically heated with the constant-resistance control circuit; its self-heating decomposes an 

organometallic precursor only on its surface (Fig. 1). As the thickness of the deposited catalyst increases, so does the ability 

of the deposited film to conduct heat along the length of the device. This means that the power P(t) required to maintain the 

microbridge/catalyst system at a constant resistance R increases with deposition time (Fig. 7). The power can be written 

P(t )  = Po + Pc ( t )  

where PC(Q is the increasing power conducted by the catalyst, and Po is the power required to maintain R prior to deposition. 

Fig. 7 shows that with the exception of a brief initial nucleation time where the film is discontinuous, Pc increases linearly 
with time. For a fixed thermal conductivity of the catalyst, this implies a linear rate of increase in thickness, z,, of the 
deposited film. By the chain rule the growth rate at constant R is3' 

The first factor is obtained from the data of Fig. 7. The second can be obtained with the coupled SPICE model. The 

composite thermal conductivity K of the polysilicon microbridge with deposited catalyst is 



The term in brackets is the ratio of cross-sectional area of the deposited film to that of the polysilicon bridge (the bridge has 

width w and thickness z). The factor f accounts for the fact that the deposited film is porous so its actual conductance is less 

than that implied by the bulk conductivity IQ of the catalyst ( f l  1). When Eq. (7) is inserted into Eq. (1) a composite 
thermal resistance (-1 / K) of a bridge element is defined. This addition to the model allows for the determination of P ,  as a 

hnction of z,. 

From a 15 min. deposition at R = 1.4%, dP,  /dt  = 0.82 mW/min. For this same set point and f = 1/3, SPICE 

calculations yield dP, /dzc = 14 mW/pm. Combining these values using Eq. (6)  a platinum growth rate of 59 nm/min is 

obtained. For the sake of comparison, another deposition was performed at the same set point, but for only 12 minutes. 

Subsequent to deposition, this second device was cross-sectioned in four places along its length using a focused ion beam 

(FIB). A catalyst thickness distribution was derived from the cross-sections, and from this an average thickness of 0.67 pm 
was obtained. In comparison, the growth rate determined above implies a thickness of 0.7 pm at 12 minutes. Recall that a 

value off = 113 was used in this calculation indicating that the deposited film has a thermal conductance one third that of the 

bulk value. This difference is reasonable based on the porosity seen in FIB cross section, but is at this point somewhat 

arbitrary. Analysis of pulsed deposition monitoring provided in the next section supports this value off: 

5.3 Deposition modeling: pulsed set point 

The small heat capacity of microbridges contributes to their rapid thermal response time, 0.2 msec for the devices described 

here. Deposited catalyst significantly increases the heat capacity of the microbridge/catalyst system, introducing a 

measurable delay in the transient response of the system to a heating pulse. Pulsed in situ monitoring of catalyst growth is 
based on this principle. As catalyst thickness increases, so does the heating delay. 

The electrical analogue of the heat capacity [JK] is capacitance [F=CN]. In SPICE the heat capacity of the ith 

element is implemented as a capacitor Cj placed between the node and ground. The value of the capacitor is determined by 
the specific heat of the material, c [Jm"K'], and the volume of the element. Prior to deposition only the heat capacity of the 

polysilicon bridge is required. During, or subsequent to deposition, another capacitor must be placed in parallel with the 

bridge capacitance to represent the heat capacity of the catalyst. 

The response of the microbridge/catalyst system to a heating pulse was simulated and compared with experiment. In 

both cases, a square reference voltage was applied to the non-inverting input of the difference amplifier in the control circuit. 

Good agreement is observed: Heating delay due to deposited catalyst, and an increase in steady-state power required to 

maintain peak resistance are present in simulation and data alike. The latter effect is the same as that already discussed in the 

previous section, that is, the deposited catalyst conducts P ,  Joules of heat per second along the length of the device. Note 

that the simulated and experimental values of P ,  are within 10 % of one another. Also note that the analysis of the previous 

section for continuous monitoring can be used with steady-state delay data of the pulsed method, since they are both based 

on the same effect. 

The two curves shown in each graph of Fig. 8 represent the transient response (1)  before, and (2) after deposition at 

100% duty cycle for 12 minutes at 1.4%. This was the same deposition used to evaluate the continuous in situ monitoring 

technique of the previous section. One would expect, then, that the value o f f  obtained here would correspond closely to that 
of the continuous technique. In the simulation of Fig. 8 values off = 1/3 and z, = 0.7 micron were used for comparison with 

the continuous technique. The resulting heating delay (measured at 40 mW) was 0.29 msec as compared with the measured 
value of 0.35 msec; this represents a 15% error. Using f = 0.37, however, yields the correct heating delay of 0.35 msec. 

This value offis within 10% of that used in the continuous set-point simulation. 

5.4 Chemical response modeling 

Oxidation of a combustible species on the catalyst surface adds heat to the microbridge/catalyst system. The heat added per 

unit time in a particular sensor response regime, Pregime, due to this chemical reaction can be included in the SPICE model. 

Since it is a heat flow, Pyegjme at a given node is generally modeled as a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) whose 

magnitude is proportional to the temperature of the node. 
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Electro-catalytic gas sensors exhibit a distinct threshold temperature, Tt above which device response is relatively 

constant with increasing temperature. For T 2 Tt device response is limited by mass-transport of the gas species to the 

catalyst surface (MTL). For a platinum catalyst, the threshold temperature for methane (CH,) is 400 0C.35 Below this 

threshold, device response is exponentially suppressed (reaction-rate limited or RRL), while above it, it is relatively constant 
(MTL). Chemical input power can then be modeled as 

PrnL = y A H D [ C ]  

P m = 0  

for T 2 

for T < 

Here, A is the geometrical area of the device, D is the diffusion constant for transport of the combustible species to the 

catalyst, H is the enthalpy of reaction and [C]  is the concentration of the gas. The exact value of the constant y is not required 
for the following discussion since the relative response of the detector to changes in its geometry will be presented. 
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Figure 9: SPICE results. Le@: Change in temperature with fractional reduction in width, ‘1 ’ is the original width and ‘0.5, ’ is half that. 

Right: Change in temperature for three conditions explained in Table 2 and the text. C is the concentration of methane in air. Since the 

temperature distribution is symmetric about the midpoint of a bridge, only halfthe profile for a 100 ,um bridge is shown here. 

It is possible to improve the chemical response of the sensor through a simple alteration in device geometry. By 

reducing the cross-sectional area of the microbridge at its ends, electrical resistance and Joule heating there are increased, 

and end-point temperature is enhanced relative to central temperatures. This effect was modeled with SPICE; the width of 



the end of a bridge was symmek;ally reduced to (1 - a) of its original width for 0% of the length at each end. The 

enhancement in end temperatures and reduction in center temperatures with (1  - a) is evident in Fig. 9 (left) where a drive 

voltage of 5.9V was used for each curve, and an ambient of air was assumed. 

Practical limits to the extent to which the cross-section can be reduced are set by (a) the maximum allowable current 

density and (b) the mechanical stiffkess of the microbridge. For a 100 ym device, a current limit of 30 mA generally must be 

observed (for w = 10 pm) to prevent fusing. For a device temperature of 1.4% this implies that (I - a) 2 0.7. Beam-bending 

analysis shows that ( I  - a) = 0.7 for 20 % of each end of a bridge does not significantly increase the likelihood that a 100 ym 

bridge will be deflected to the substrate during release-etch drying. Only a 3% reduction in the applied force necessary for 
stiction is incurred when (I-a) is reduced from one to 0.7. 

The right-hand graph of Fig. 9 demonstrates how bridge temperature is altered for three conditions explained in Table 

2. The concentration, C, referred to there is for methane in air with a threshold temperature of 400 “C assumed. 

Condition Bridge Width R/% Power [mW] Response Increase [YO] 
A W 1.4 141 0 

B 0.7w 1.4 108 31 

C W 1.27 108 20 

Table 2: Conditions of Fig. 9 . “Response” is to I % methane in air. Response increase is relative to condition ‘A’. 

Table 2 and Fig. 9 (right) explain that the reduction in geometry improves device response in two ways. (1) Localized 

end heating above the threshold temperature of reaction permits the addition of chemical energy there. (2) The baseline 

power required to maintain the set-point resistance is decreased, and the signal-to-noise ratio is accordingly enhanced. 

Comparison of conditions A and B illustrates these points. It is interesting to note that simply reducing the power provided to 

a device with the original geometry (condition C) improves the response. Here again, device power is reduced and signal-to 

noise is enhanced. Still, a 30% reduction in the end width (B) yields a 11% improvement over that of C since a larger 

portion of the bridge is above the threshold temperature. It is important to bear in mind that these results are for methane. 
Enhancements in sensor response and efficiency will be even greater for gases such as ethylene, ethane and hydrogen whose 

threshold temperatures are smaller than methane. This analysis represents a lower limit to the expected improvements in 
response for these gases, 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The heat-transfer equations for an electrically-heated microbridge were easily solved in SPICE even when important non- 

linearities in heat loss mechanisms and thermal parameters were included. IR temperature measurements indicate that 

heating at the ends of a microbridge is significant. This effect was modeled in SPICE with a modification in end geometry 

and the inclusion of thermal spreading resistance. The major advantage of SPICE over other numerical methods is its ability 
to iteratively solve the coupled system consisting of the electro-thermal model of the microbridge gas sensor and its unique 

constant-resistance control circuit. With this coupled model, in situ deposition monitoring techniques were accurately 

simulated. The chemical response of the sensor was also predicted. Simulations show that reducing the end geometry of a 

microbridge provides an easy means of improving chemical sensitivity and heating efficiency without significantly 

sacrificing the mechanical or electrical integrity of the device. 
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